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CO-CHAIRS

LORUSSO, Patricia M., D.O.  2024
Associate Director
Innovative Medicine at Yale Cancer Center
Professor, Department of Medicine
Smilow Cancer Hospital at Yale-New Haven
Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut

SONTHEIMER, Erik, J., Ph.D.  2023
Pillar Chair in Biomedical Research
Professor and Vice Chair
RNA Therapeutics Institute
University of Massachusetts Medical School
Worcester, Massachusetts

MEMBERS

ABRUZZO, Lynne V., M.D., Ph.D.  2023
Professor
Department of Pathology
Division of Cytogenetics
The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center
Columbus, Ohio

ADJEI, Alex A., M.D., Ph.D. *  2026
Professor of Oncology and Pharmacology Consultant
Division of Medical Oncology
Department of Oncology
Mayo Clinic College of Medicine
Rochester, Minnesota

AIKEN, Christopher R., Ph.D.  2024
Cornelius Vanderbilt Chair and Professor
Department of Pathology, Microbiology, and Immunology
Vanderbilt University Medical Center
Nashville, Tennessee

BERG, Leslie J., Ph.D. *  2026
Professor and Chair, Immunology and Microbiology Department
Director, Human Immunology and Immunotherapy Initiative
University of Colorado School of Medicine
Aurora, Colorado

BURING, E. Julie, ScD  2021
Professor of Medicine
Harvard Medical School
Senior Epidemiologist
Brigham and Women's Hospital
Boston, Massachusetts

CHAKRAVARTI, Arnab, M.D.  2022
Professor and Chair, Department of Radiation Oncology
Max Morehouse Chair of Cancer Research
Director, Brain Tumor Program
Ohio State University Comprehensive Cancer Center
Richard L. Solove Research Institute
Arthur G. James Cancer Hospital
Columbus, Ohio

CHANDEL, Navdeep S., Ph.D.  2024
David W. Cugell Distinguished Professor
Section of Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine
Northwestern University
Chicago, Illinois

DAMANIA, Blossom A., Ph.D.  2024
Vice Dean for Research
School of Medicine
Director, Programs in Virology and Global Oncology
Lineberger Cancer Center
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

DAVIDSON, Nancy E., M.D.  2022
Senior Vice President and Full Member
Clinical Research Division
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
President and Executive Director
Seattle Cancer Care Alliance
Head, Division of Medical Oncology
Department of Medicine
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington
DAVIS, Faith G., Ph.D. 2022
Professor and Vice Dean
School of Public Health
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

DEBERARDINIS, Ralph J., M.D., Ph.D. * 2026
Joel B. Steinberg M.D. Chair in Pediatrics
Sowell Family Scholar in Medical Research
Department of Pediatrics
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center
Dallas, Texas

DISIS, Mary L., M.D. 2022
Director, Institute for Translational Health Sciences
Director, University of Washington Vaccine Institute
Professor, Division of Oncology
Department of Medicine
University of Washington
Member, Clinical Research Division
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
Seattle, Washington

GOODRICH, David W., Ph.D. 2026
Distinguished Professor of Oncology
Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Associate Dean for Postdoctoral Education
Roswell Park Comprehensive Cancer Center
Buffalo, New York

HAAS-KOGAN, Daphne A., M.D. * 2026
Chair
Department of Radiation Oncology
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
Boston, Massachusetts

JAMESON, Stephen C., Ph.D. 2021
Professor
Department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology
Center for Immunology
University of Minnesota Medical School
Minneapolis, Minnesota

JOHNSON, Tracy L., Ph.D. 2022
Maria Rowera Ross Chair of Cell Biology and Biochemistry
Professor
Department of Molecular, Cell, and Developmental Biology
Associate Dean for Inclusive Excellence
Division of Life Sciences
University of California, Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California

JOHNSON, Welkin E., Ph.D. 2024
Professor and Chair
Department of Biology
Boston College
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts

JONES, David R., M.D. 2024
Fiona and Stanley Druckenmiller Professor of Lung Cancer Research
Chief, Thoracic Surgery
Department of Surgery
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
New York, New York

KEE, Barbara L., Ph.D. 2026
Professor
Department of Pathology
University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois

KLEIN, Eric A., M.D. 2023
Andrew C. Novick Distinguished Professor and Chair
Glickman Urological and Kidney Institute
Cleveland Clinic Foundation
Professor of Surgery
Cleveland Clinic Lerner College of Medicine
Cleveland, Ohio

KLEIN, Robert J., Ph.D. 2024
Associate Professor
Department of Genetics and Genome Sciences
Director, Cancer Risk Prediction
Ichan Institute for Multiscale Biology
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai
New York, New York

KRONENBERG, Mitchell, Ph.D. 2023
Chief Scientific Officer
La Jolla Institute for Immunology
San Diego, California

LAM, Kit S., M.D., Ph.D. 2022
Howard M. Temin Professor and Chair
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Medicine
Professor, Division of Hematology and Oncology
UC Davis Comprehensive Cancer Center
University of California, Davis
Sacramento, California

LAMBERT, Paul F., Ph.D. 2022
Howard M. Temin Professor
Chair
Department of Oncology
Director
McArdle Laboratory for Cancer Research
University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health
Madison, Wisconsin

LIBUTTI, Steven K., M.D. 2023
Director, Rutgers Cancer Institute of New Jersey
Vice Chancellor for Cancer Programs
Rutgers Biomedical and Health Sciences
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
New Brunswick, New Jersey
LIMA, Christopher D., Ph.D.  2024
Chair, Member, and Professor  
Structural Biology Program  
Sloan Kettering Institute  
New York, New York

MALKIN, David, M.D. *  2026
Associate Chair  
Department of Medical Biophysics  
Professor  
Departments of Pediatrics and Medical Biophysics  
University of Toronto  
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

MAPP, Anna K., Ph.D.  2022
Edwin Vedejs Collegiate Professor of Chemistry  
Research Professor  
Director, Cancer Biology Program  
Life Sciences Institute  
University of Michigan  
Ann Arbor, Michigan

MCNEEL, Douglas G., M.D., Ph.D.  2023
Professor of Medicine  
Division of Hematology-Oncology  
University of Wisconsin Carbone Cancer Center  
Madison, Wisconsin

MIGLIORETTI, Diana L., Ph.D.  2026
Dean’s Professor  
Chief  
Division of Biostatistics  
Department of Public Health Sciences  
University of California, Davis  
Davis, California

MITCHELL, Duane A., M.D., Ph.D.  2022
Director, University of Florida Brain Tumor Immunotherapy Program  
Associate Chair of Research  
Phyllis Kottler Friedman Professor  
Department of Neurosurgery  
University of Florida  
Gainesville, Florida

MONJE-DEISSEROTH, Michelle L., M.D., Ph.D.*  2026
Associate Professor  
Department of Neurology and Neurological Sciences  
Howard Hughes Medical Institute Investigator  
Stanford University Medical Center  
Stanford, California

MONTELL, Denise, J., Ph.D.  2023
Robert and Patricia Duggan Professor  
Department of Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology  
University of California, Santa Barbara  
Santa Barbara, California

MOSCICKI, Anna Barbara, M.D. *  2026
Professor of Pediatrics  
Chief  
Adolescent and Young Adult Medicine  
David Geffen School of Medicine  
University of California, Los Angeles  
Los Angeles, California

OLIVERA, Baldomero M., Ph.D. *  2026
Distinguished Professor  
Department of Biology  
University of Utah  
Salt Lake City, Utah

OSLEY, Mary Ann, Ph.D.  2023
The Victor and Ruby Hanson Surface Professor in Cancer Epigenetics  
Department of Molecular Genetics and Microbiology  
The University of New Mexico  
Co-Director, Cancer Genetics, Epigenetics, and Genomics Program  
The University of New Mexico Cancer Center  
Albuquerque, New Mexico

PATEL, Alpa V., Ph.D., M.P.H. *  2026
Senior Vice President, Population Science  
American Cancer Society  
Kennesaw, Georgia

PAULL, Tanya T., Ph.D.  2024
Burl G. and Lorene L. Rogers Chair in Human Health  
Professor  
Department of Molecular Genetics and Microbiology  
The University of Texas at Austin  
Austin, Texas

SIMONS, Virgil H.  2023
Founder and President  
The Prostate Net, Inc.  
Sanford, North Carolina

TERRY, Mary Beth, Ph.D.  2023
Professor  
Department of Epidemiology  
Mailman School of Public Health  
Columbia University  
New York, New York

THEODORESCU, Dan, M.D., Ph.D.  2025
Director  
Samuel Oschin Comprehensive Cancer Institute  
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center  
Los Angeles, California

THREADGILL, David W., Ph.D.  2021
University Distinguished Professor  
College of Veterinary Pathobiology  
Department of Molecular and Cellular Medicine  
Texas A&M University Health Science Center  
College Station, Texas
TREJO, JoAnn, Ph.D. 2023
Professor and Vice Chair of Pharmacology
Assistant Vice Chancellor for Health Sciences Faculty Affairs
Department of Pharmacology
School of Medicine
University of California, San Diego
La Jolla, California

VAN DEN BRINK, Marcel R. M., M.D., Ph.D.* 2026
Head and Alan N. Houghton Chair
Division of Hematologic Oncology
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
Professor in Immunology and Medicine
Weill Cornell Medical College
New York, New York

WANG, Michelle, D., Ph.D. 2024
James Gilbert White Distinguished Professor of Physical Sciences
Department of Physics
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York

WIEST, David L., Ph.D. 2021
Professor
Immune Cell Development and Host Defense Program
Blood Cell Development and Cancer Keystone
Fox Chase Cancer Center
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

WITTE, John S., Ph.D. 2024
Professor and Vice Chair of Epidemiology and Population Health
Professor of Biomedical Data Science and Genetics (by courtesy)
Department of Epidemiology and Population Health
Stanford University
Stanford, California

**Designated Federal Official**

Mehrdad M. Tondravi, Ph.D.
Chief
Institute Review Office
Office of the Director
National Cancer Institute
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, Maryland

* Pending Appointment